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Abstract
In a question answering (QA) system, the fundamental problem is how to measure the distance between
a question and an answer, hence ranking different answers. We demonstrate that such a distance can be precisely and
mathematically defined. Not only such a definition is possible, it is actually provably better than any other feasible definitions.
Not only such an ultimate definition is possible, but also it can be conveniently and fruitfully applied to construct a QA
system. We have built such a system —— QUANTA. Extensive experiments are conducted to justify the new theory.
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Introduction

The Internet embodies every aspect of the human
knowledge, from science to art, from literature to history, from medicine to entertainment, from travel to
shopping, from our daily lives to international politics,
from the elite to the hoi polloi, from the origin of the
universe to the end of it, usually truthful but sometimes
misleading, all languages, all cultures, and all people.
Fundamentally, one of the obstacles that stand between us and this universal but unstructured knowledge
is a metric that measures what piece of information
is the closest to a proper answer to a question. This
“piece of information” may be an article, a webpage, a
paragraph, a phrase, or just a word, or an approximate
occurrence of any of the above.
In the data mining community, some have argued
that no such (universal) metric exists. Tan et al.[1]
studied an exhaustive list of 21 measures and concluded
that (among these measures) “there is no measure that
is consistently better than others in all application domains”.
Over the past decade, it has been the goal of our
(the last author and his colleagues’) long term effort
to develop precisely such a metric of an information
distance[2−4] that is consistently and provably better
than all other “reasonable” metrics in all application
domains. These include all metrics listed by Tan et al.[1]

that satisfy distance metric requirements and when
they are normalized to the range of 0 and 1 to be compared with the normalized information distance. See
also [5]. This paper may be considered as a part of
that continued effort.
The theory has been accepted and further studied
by the theoretical community[6−12] . It has also been
partially accepted by the data mining community[13] .
Keogh, Lonardi, and Ratanamahatana[13] compared
a variant of our approach in [3] to 51 measures
from 7 data mining related conferences including
SIGKDD, SIGMOD, ICDM, ICDE, SSDB, VLDB,
PKDD, PAKDD, and have concluded that our information distance/compression based method was superior to all these parameter-laden methods on their
benchmark data. In the meantime, the theory has
found dozens of applications in many fields[14−31] from
weather broadcasting to software engineering, and to
bioinformatics.
A complete list of references is in the 3rd edition of
[5].
In practical QA systems, when y contains a lot
of information irrelevant to x, such information often overwhelm the information distance (Dmax =
max{K(x|y), K(y|x)}) and the normalized information
distance (dmax = max{K(x|y),K(y|x)}
max{K(x),K(y)} ) between x and
y. It is desirable to develop a more suitable variant
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of information distance to deal with this partial information distance problem. In partial matching, triangle inequality usually do not hold. The neighborhood
density requirements in [2] usually do not hold, either.
Often popular concepts in the Internet have an enormous number of neighbors. This calls for developing
a new semi-distance for this situation. This distance
is the min distance Dmin (x, y) = min{K(x), K(y)} and
[32,33]
dmin = min{K(x|y),K(y|x)}
.
min{K(x),K(y)}
This paper focuses on how to use dmax and dmin . In
the past, the theory (dmax ) has been approximated by
text-compression[3,4,12] , or by statistics and ShannonFano code[17] . QA systems present a unique chance that
we unify these two and other approaches. We then describe a prototype QA system QUANTA based on our
new theory. Extensive experiments show QUANTA has
good potentials to become a practical system.
2
2.1

Preliminaries
Kolmogorov Complexity

Kolmogorov complexity was introduced in the 1960’s
by R. Solomonoff, A.N. Kolmogorov and G. Chaitin[5] .
It defines randomness of an individual (finite or infinite) string. Kolmogorov complexity has been widely
accepted as an information theory for individual objects
parallel to that of Shannon’s information theory which
is defined on an ensemble of objects. It has also found
many applications in computer science such as average
case analysis of algorithms[5] . Fix a universal Turing
machine U . The Kolmogorov complexity of a binary
string x condition to another binary string y, KU (x|y),
is the length of the shortest (prefix-free) program for U
that outputs x with input y. It can be shown that for
a different universal Turing machine U 0 , for all x, y
KU (x|y) = KU 0 (x|y) + C,
where the constant C depends only on U 0 . Thus we simply write KU (x|y) as K(x|y). We write K(x|²), where ²
is the empty string, as K(x). For formal definitions and
a comprehensive study of Kolmogorov complexity[5] .
2.2

Information Distance

In the classical Newton’s world, we know how to
measure “physical” distances. Today, we live in an information society. Can we similarly measure the “informational” distance in the cyber space between two
objects: two documents, two letters, two emails, two
music scores, two languages, two programs, two pictures, two systems, two genomes, or between a question

and an answer? Such a measurement should not be application dependent. Just like in the classical world,
we do not measure distances sometimes by the amount
of time a bird flies and sometimes by the number of
pebbles lining up on the Santa Barbara beach.
A good information distance metric should not only
be application independent but also universally minorize all other “reasonable” definitions.
The task of a universal definition of information distance is elusive. Traditional distances such as the Euclidean distance or the Hamming distance obviously fail
for even trivial examples. Tan et al.[1] have demonstrated that none of the 21 metrics used in data mining
community is universal. In fact, for any computable
distances, we can always find counter examples. Furthermore, when we wish to adopt a metric to be the universal standard of information distance, we must justify
it. It should not come out of thin air. It should not be
from a specific application. It should be as good as any
definition for any application.
From a simple and accepted assumption in thermodynamics, over the last decade, we have derived such a universal information distance[2−4] and
a general method to measure similarities between
two sequences[3] . The theory has been initially applied to alignment free whole genome phylogeny[3] ,
chain letter history[34] , language history[4,14] , plagiarism detection[15] , and more recently to music classification and clustering[16,18,31] , parameter-free data
mining paradigm[13] , Internet knowledge discovery[17] ,
protein sequence classification[22] , heart rhythm data
analysis[28,35] , and many more.
What would be a good departure point for defining
an “information distance” between two objects? To answer this question, in the early 1990’s, we have studied
the energy cost of conversion between two strings x and
y [2] . Over half a century ago, John von Neumann hypothesized that performing 1 bit of information processing costs 1KT of energy, where K is the Boltzmann’s
constant and T is the room temperature. Observing
that reversible computations can be done for free, in the
early 1960’s Rolf Landauer revised von Neumann’s proposal to hold only for irreversible computations. We[2]
proposed to use the minimum energy needed to convert
between x and y to define their distance, as it is an objective measure. Thus, if one wishes to erase string x,
then he can reversibly convert it to x∗ , x’s shortest effective description, then erase x∗ . Only the process of
erasing |x∗ | bits is irreversible computation. Carrying
on from this line of thinking, we[2] have defined the energy to convert between x and y as the smallest number
of bits needed to convert from x to y and vice versa.
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That is, with respect to a universal Turing machine U ,
the cost of conversion between x and y is:
E(x, y) = min{|p| : U (x, p) = y, U (y, p) = x}.

In order to solve this problem, we introduced “shared
information distance”[3] :

(1)

It is clear that E(x, y) 6 K(x|y) + K(y|x). From this
observation, and some other concerns, we have defined
the sum distance[2] :
Dsum (x, y) = K(x|y) + K(y|x).
However, the following theorem[2] was a surprise.
Theorem 2.1.
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dshare (x, y) = 1 −

where K(x)−K(x|y) is mutual information between sequences x and y [5] . We proved the basic distance metric
requirements such as symmetry and triangle inequality, and have demonstrated its successful application in
whole genome phylogeny[3] and evolutionary history of
chain letters[34] . It turns out that dshare is equivalent to
(using Symmetry of Information Theorem, p.182, Theorem 2.8.2 in [5])

E(x, y) = max{K(x|y), K(y|x)}.
dsum =

Thus, the max distance was defined[2]
Dmax (x, y) = max{K(x|y), K(y|x)}.
Both distances are shown to satisfy the basic distance
requirements such as positivity, symmetricity, and triangle inequality[2] . It was further shown that Dmax
and Dsum minorize (up to constant factors) all other
distances that are computable and satisfy some reasonable density condition that within distance k to any
string x, there are at most 2k strings. Formally, a distance D is admissible if
X
2−D(x,y) 6 1.
(2)
y

Dmax (x, y) satisfies the above requirement because of
Kraft’s Inequality (with K being the prefix-free version
of Kolmogorov complexity). It was proved[2] that for
any admissible computable distance D, there is a constant c, for all x, y,
Dmax (x, y) 6 D(x, y) + c.

(3)

Putting it bluntly, if any such distance D discovers some
similarity between x and y, so will Dmax .
However, when we[3] tried to use information distances, Dsum and Dmax , to measure similarity between
genomes in 1998, we had a problem. E. coli and H.
influenza are sister species but their genome lengths
differ greatly. The E. coli genome is about 5 megabases
whereas the H. influenza genome is only 1.8 megabase
long. Dmax or Dsum between the two genomes are predominated by genome length difference rather than the
amount of information they share. Such a measure trivially classifies H. influenza to be closer to a more remote
species of similar genome length such as A. fulgidus
(2.18 megabases) than to E. coli.

K(x) − K(x|y)
.
K(xy)

K(x|y) + K(y|x)
.
K(xy)

Thus, it can be viewed as the normalized sum distance.
Hence, it becomes natural to normalize the optimal max
distance[4] :
dmax (x, y) =

max{K(x|y), K(y|x)}
.
max{K(x), K(y)}

(4)

The distance dmax (x, y) was called the “normalized information distance” and its metricity properties were
proved similar to that of normalized sum distance[3] .
2.3

Min Distance

We wish to develop a theory of information distance
between two concepts or between a query and an answer word/phrase for the purpose of developing a QA
system. The new theory needs to solve three practical
problems that trouble the dmax (x, y) theory.
The first problem is how to remove the impact of
irrelevant information. Consider the following QA example. “Which city is Lake Washington by?” (Question 1536 in Appendix.) There are several cities around
Lake Washington: Seattle, Kirkland, and Bellevue,
which are all good answers. Although the most popular answer Seattle shares the most related information
with Lake Washington, it also contains overwhelmingly
irrelevant information not related to the lake. Thus the
dmax measure tends to choose a city with higher complexity (lower probability) such as Bellevue. Can we
remove the irrelevant information in a coherent theory
and give the most popular city Seattle a chance?
The second problem is: should an “information distance” really satisfy the triangle inequality? Imagine
you and a stranger sitting next to you on a plane find
out you share a common friend Joe Smith. The “distance” between you and the stranger gets suddenly
much closer via Joe Smith! Consider a QA problem:
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the concept of “Marilyn Monroe” is pretty far from the
concept “president”. However, Marilyn Monroe is very
close to “JFK” and “JFK” is very close to the concept of “president”. In the academic world, this phenomenon is reflected by the “Erdös number”. We all
feel closely related via a third person Paul Erdös. Think
about your first date, did you cleverly find a conversation topic that subtly drew you and her closer?
An information distance must reflect what “we
think” to be similar. And what “we think” to be similar
apparently does not really satisfy triangle inequality.
Fagin and Stockmeyer gave an example of partial
pattern matching where the triangle-inequality does not
hold[36] . Veltkamp puts it vividly[37] : under partial
matching, the distance between a man and a horse is
larger than the sum of the distances between a man
and a centaur and between a centaur and a horse, respectively. The QA problems often depend on partial
information, and is in similar situation as partial pattern matching.
Some objects are popular, such as Seattle mentioned
above, and they are close to many other concepts. To
model this phenomenon properly is our third problem.
We need to relax the neighborhood constraints of (2) to
allow some selected (very few) elements to have much
denser neighborhoods. In fact, in the Dsum (x, y) distance, we have already observed similar phenomenon
since many years ago, and proved a theorem about
“tough guys having fewer neighbors” in [5] (p.548, Theorem 8.3.8). Note that this third problem is closely related to the first problem: only when we allow a few
popular objects to have very dense neighborhoods, it is
then possible that they are selected more often.
It turns out that all three problems can naturally
be taken care of in one theory[32,33] . Let us go back
to the starting point of information distance. In (1),
we asked for the smallest number of bits that must be
used to convert between x and y. Keeping the original
motivation in mind: some information in x or y is not
relevant to this conversion, they can be kept aside in
this conversion process. We thus define: with respect
to a universal Turing machine U , the cost of conversion
between x and y is:
Emin (x, y) = min{|p| : U (x, p, r) = y, U (y, p, q) = x,
|p| + |q| + |r| 6 E(x, y)}.

(5)

To interpret, the above definition separates r as the
information for x and q as the information for y. Define Dmin (x, y) = Emin (x, y). In all of the following
theorems and proofs, we omit O(log(|x| + |y|)) factors.
Theorem 2.2. Dmin (x, y) = min{K(x|y), K(y|x)}.
See [33] for the full proof.

Observe the following interesting phenomena.
• The extra information q in the proof of Theorem 2.2 contains no information about x, it is the irrelevant information in y, in a minimal sense.
• While Dmin (x, y) is symmetric and positive, it can
be easily proved that it does not satisfy the triangle
inequality.
• Dmin (x, y) satisfies (2) only for random x’s. This
is perhaps not a surprise as Dsum (x, y) = Dmin (x, y) +
Dmax (x, y). In the new metric Dmin , “good guys” (Kolmogorov simple objects) have even more neighbors than
Dsum .
The above three properties naturally co-exist in the
new theory. We can now normalize Dmin .
dmin (x, y) =

min{K(x|y), K(y|x)}
.
min{K(x), K(y)}

(6)

Observe again that dmin (x, y) is symmetric and positive, but it does not satisfy triangle inequality[32] .
While it is clear that Dmin (x, y) 6 Dmax (x, y), it is
not clear if such a relationship would hold for dmin vs.
dmax . The following theorem shows that this holds after
all.
Theorem 2.3. For all x, y, dmin (x, y) 6 dmax (x, y).
See [33] for the proof.
3

How to Use dmin and dmax

Both dmin and dmax are implemented in our QA system. dmax takes care of the more balanced matching
situations and dmin is designed for partial information
matches for in-balanced situations. dmin and dmax are
not computable. They must be approximated heuristically. Since these distances are universal, theoretically, all computable distances, including all those in [1],
and compression methods in [3] and frequency counts
in [17], are all legitimate approximations. It has been
observed by many people that combining a strategy of
searching more structured data with a statistical strategy of searching unstructured data is important[38−40] .
The distances dmin and dmax now provide a unification
of all the methods. By definition, dmin and dmax are neither statistical methods nor structured pattern matching methods, they are both, and more. They provide a
natural way of combining these methods.
Words are concepts encoded according to some language. The concept “the top direction of the earth” is
encoded as “north” with 5 letters in English, encoded
as “nord” with 4 letters in French, and with “bei” 1
character in Chinese. Now, let us forget about such a
priori encoding. Let us treat each word (or phrase) on
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the Internet as a placeholder for the corresponding concept. Given a query, we want to find an answer that
has the smallest information distance (dmin or dmax )
to this query. The K terms in dmin or dmax can be
approximated in several ways as the following.
1) We can use an approximate pattern matching
with the query sentence, and obtain a short description, similar to [3].
2) We can use frequency count, and use ShannonFano code (P.67, Example 1.11.2 in [5]) to encode a
phrase which occurs in probability p in approximately
− log p bits to obtain a short description. This approximation method was first proposed by Cilibrasi and
Vitányi[17] .
3) Any of the methods, after being normalized, in
[1].
4) Mixed usage of above 1)∼3) for the K terms in
dmin or dmax since we only need to choose the shortest
encoding. No metric listed in [1] or in the literature can
be naturally used this way.
Thus different methods of approximating dmax and
dmin are unified under one roof of the information distance.
This might be a proper point to compare dmin
and dmax with the existing measures listed in [1].
Dmin may be considered to be close to “Confidence”,
max{P (B|A), P (A|B)}, in [1], if we insist on approximating K terms by statistics. Neither dmin nor dmax
corresponds to any measures listed in [1], even restricted to pure probabilistic sense via Shannon-Fano
encoding. In any case, other than being proved to be
universal theoretically, the practical advantage of our
normalized information distance measures is that they
are neither pure statistical measures (like the 21 measures in [1]) nor pure pattern-based measures. They
are both, and more, naturally. They are very easy to
use, and with a clear criteria: encoding length. This is
particularly convenient to a QA system.
The measures of dmax and dmin need to be extended
to conditional versions to be used in our system. Define:
max{K(x|y, c), K(y|x, c)}
dmax (x, y|c) =
,
max{K(x|c), K(y|c)}
min{K(x|y, c), K(y|x, c)}
dmin (x, y|c) =
.
min{K(x|c), K(y|c)}

(7)
(8)

Here c is the conditional sequence that is given for
free to compute from x to y and from y to x.
This is important to a QA system. For example, for
a polysemous word “fan”, Table 1 shows the dmax distance from “fan” to “CPU” and from “fan” to “star”,
under three conditions: the empty condition, “temperature”, and “Hollywood”.
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Table 1. Distances of Polysemous Word “Fan”
x

y

Condition

dmax

Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan
Fan

CPU
Star
CPU
Star
CPU
Star

−
−
Temperature
Temperature
Hollywood
Hollywood

0.6076
0.5832
0.3527
0.6916
0.8258
0.6598

All theorems proved for all variants of (normalized)
information distance still hold under condition c. This
seemingly innocent definition actually faces some complications in practice. For example, conditions x, y, c
are sometimes not given as separate entities. The condition c is often mixed in x and y. That is, we are often
only given some encodings of x condition on c and y
condition on c. At least we can show that for some
reasonable encodings, the conditional version of dmax
and dmin are still well-defined, as the following theorem
shows.
Theorem 3.1. For all sequences x, y, c, there exist
xc and yc , where xc is the shortest program computing x
from c and yc is the shortest program computing y from
c, such that K(x|y, c) = K(xc |yc , c) modulo an additive
O(1) term. Thus, up to an additive O(1) term,
dmax (xc , yc |c) = dmax (x, y|c);
dmin (xc , yc |c) = dmin (x, y|c).
Proof. In [10], Muchnik proved that, there exist xc
and yc , such that K(xc |x) = O(1), K(yc |y) = O(1),
K(x|xc , c) = O(1) and K(y|yc , c) = O(1), then
K(x|y, c) 6 K(xc |y, c) + K(x|xc , c) = K(xc |y, c) + O(1)
6 K(xc |yc , c) + K(y, c|yc , c) + O(1)
= K(xc |yc , c) + O(1).
At the same time,
K(xc |yc , c) 6 K(x|yc , c) + K(xc |x) = K(x|yc , c) + O(1)
6 K(x|y, c) + K(yc , c|y, c) + O(1)
= K(x|y, c) + O(1).
Thus, K(x|y, c) = K(xc |yc , c) + O(1).
¤
We know that the information distance is
universal[32] , that is, if x and y are “close” under any
distance measure, they are “close” under the measure
of information distance. However, it is not clear yet
how to find out such “closeness” in traditional information distance theory. Now the conditional information
distance provides a possible solution. As Table 1 shows,
the conditional information distance reflects the variance of relationship between concepts with different
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knowledge (or condition) provided. Fig.1 gives a more
interpretable explanation: the condition c could map
the original concepts x and y into different xc and yc ,
and thus the variant “closeness” could be reflected by
the distance between xc and yc , still under certain condition c. However, this time the condition c is not so
important since xc and yc should have eliminated all
the information in c.

Fig.1. Conditional information distances under different conditions c’s.

In our QA system, we aim to calculate the relationship between the question and the answers under information distance measure. Direct calculation of the
unconditional distance is both difficult and non-flexible,
while we find it possible and convenient to estimate the
conditional information distance between the focus of
the question and the answers, under certain context. As
explained previously, different conditions lead to different distances, so with the most proper condition and the
nearest distance, the best answer can be identified out
of previously determined candidates. Obviously, the
generation of the condition is the key part. We have
built a well revised system in which proper conditions
can be generated according to the original question,
which will be introduced in detail in Section 4.
A note on Dmin and Dmax vs. dmin and dmax : the
choice of using the normalized information distances,
dmin and dmax , was because they give more practical
ranking. We have given one such example of genomegenome comparison in Subsection 2.2. Consider the
example of QA: “Who is the greatest scientist of all?”
The statement “Newton is the greatest scientist of all”
has 7 precise matches on Internet indexed by Google.
“Einstein is the greatest scientist of all” has 1 precise
match; whereas “God is the greatest scientist of all”
has 27 precise matches. Normalized answer is Newton,
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and unnormalized answer is God.
4

QA System

We have described a complete theory: from a single
thermodynamic principle to universal metrics dmin and
dmax , and to methods of how they can be used. We are
now ready to apply our theory to the development of a
QA system.
Current search engines return a list of web pages,
pushing the burden of finding the answer to a user.
This is not satisfactory, as a user may not want to or
may be unable to (a cell phone user), and should not be
required to go through the pages to look for an answer.
Despite of their usefulness and successes, the
Wikipedia type of approaches or “human annotated
knowledge bases” have inherent disadvantages as the
following.
• The knowledge is dynamic and rapidly increasing.
Manually maintaining such a massive knowledge base
systematically and consistently is difficult.
• The authors writing the Wikipedia entries can be
limited and biased.
• Wikipedia may not cover up-to-date events and
the less popular topics immediately.
To overcome these problems, a QA system is expected. The goal is to extract succinct and correct
answers from the Internet to a question given by an
English sentence. An elegant system for this purpose
is the ARANEA system by Lin and Katz[41] . Similar
systems at LCC (QAS), Powerset.com, ask.com, brainboost.com are under development.
Guided by the theory described in this paper, we
have implemented a prototype of QUestion-ANswerTAvern (QUANTA) system. Initial experiments show
high potentials of the QUANTA system.
It answers many questions better than Google.com, ask.com,
ARANEA, and START of MIT.
The idea of using web information is by no means
new, and combining the strategies of searching structured data and unstructured data has also been studied previously (See [38–40] for example). What is new
in our system is a natural integration of various measures under one roof: the information distance. The
universal information distance gives a clean, natural,
and provably best strategy to combine the ranks of the
answers.
QUANTA consists of modules of preprocessing,
query formulation, document and passage retrieval,
candidate generation, and scoring to generate the final
exact answer, as shown in Fig.2. We briefly describe
the main modules below.
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Fig.2. QUANTA system architecture.

4.1

Preprocessing

We first process the original question with the help
of NLP technique, heuristic methods and classification
technique approaches in “Preprocessing stage”, including “Question normalization”, “Question type classification”, “Syntactic structure classification”, “POS tagging”, “NP chunking”, and “NER” modules.
“Question normalization” transforms the questions
to the simpler and regular forms. There could be kinds
of ways to propose the same question, which would introduce more branches in later stages. Besides, the
question may contain texts obviously informationless.
To override these, tens of rules have been induced with
training samples for normalization. For example, questions like Tell me what ... are simply transformed to
What ..., and Where is the location of, In what place as
well as Where’s are all normalized to Where is.
The “Question type classification” module determines the answer type of the question, which helps filter lots of irrelevant candidates. We do classification
in a hybrid way: the obvious types are first picked out
by pre-defined rules, and an SVM classifier, which is
trained on UIUC-5500 question collection[42] with libsvm toolkit[43] , is applied thereafter. Our question type
taxonomy is derived from UIUC taxonomy[42] , while
adaptions are taken to fit the candidate filtering modules.
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The Part of Speech (POS) tagging is done by SS
Tagger[44] . However, the tagger is built mainly for normal natural language sentences, where question forms
take only a small part. So we have to modify the tagger
to be suitable for questions.
The Noun Phrase (NP) chunking module and the
Named Entity Recognition (NER) module extract substructures in question text, which are quite useful in
query formulation and condition generation modules.
The basic NP chunker software in [45] is used for marking the noun phrases in the question. And the Stanford NER package[46] is selected for NER module. This
software recognizes names, and then classifies them into
“Person”, “Organization”, “Location”, and “Misc” categories. By keeping such a substructure as a whole, useful context information can improve the effectiveness of
the corresponding modules.
Questions are also classified by their syntactic structures. We defined five syntactic categories as follows.
• wh-word be sth.:
Sample: What is the height of the tallest tree?
• wh-word be done.:
Sample: How many people were killed in the fire?
• wh-word do sth.:
Sample: Who killed Abraham Lincoln?
• wh-word do subj do.:
Sample: When did Wilt Chamberlain score 100
points in a game?
• Other.
Usually, most questions are classified into the first four
categories. Unfortunately, because of the POS tagging
errors, some sentences may find no proper category to
assign to, which results in an “Other” category. The
classification is done in two stages: rule-based pattern
matching and svm-based classification[41] .
4.2

Query Formulation

In the “Query formulation” stage, questions in natural language, after being processed by POS/NP chunking/NER modules, are transformed into web queries
which will be sent into search engines to find relevant
documents on the Internet.
Searching queries are either exact match, or approximate match, with constraints that terms in the query
co-occur in the same sentence, neighboring sentences or
the same paragraph, or finally in the loosest case, in the
same document.
To find the relevant documents, using Internet commercial search engines is a good and common choice,
considering their large-scale web data. But in the meantime, we suffer great loss in flexibility of the system.
The queries are formulated with different strictness to
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make the maximal use of a commercial search engine.
For example, for each question, the most strict query
requires documents exactly containing most part of the
original text in the question, word by word, while a less
strict query just looks for some important part of the
question, and the most inexact query only requires the
words occur in the document, independently. In general, in QUANTA, preprocessing results are combined
to generate different levels of queries. For example,
when the pattern (wh-word be [noun chunk ] verb + ed)
is found, the exact queries will be generated as (“[nounchunk ] be verb + ed ”) and (“verb [noun-chunk ]”), the
less strict queries are (“[noun-chunk ]” “be verb + ed ”),
and the inexact query containing just all the informative words in the question. Fig.3 is an example:
Different ranks are given to queries with different
levels of strictness, and then transferred to the corresponding search results later, which helps the rough
ranking of the candidates. Less strict queries will lead
to smaller scores.
Who was the first person to run the mile in less than four
minutes?
• Query 1 (Exact query):
“the first person to run the mile in less than four minutes”
• Query 2 (A less strict query):
“the first person” “to run the mile” “in less than four
minutes”
• Query 3 (Inexact query):
the first person to run the mile in less than four minutes
Fig.3. Queries for question “Who was the first person to run the
mile in less than four minutes?”

4.3

Document and Passage Retrieval

Commercial search engines are used as the external
resource, as previously explained. QUANTA currently
uses commercial search engines (Google and AltaVista)
as the document and passage retrieval engine. Experiments show that through two search engines we get
similar results.
The queries generated in Subsection 4.2 are sent to
search engines to retrieve at most top 100 snippets.
These summary texts are extracted in the summary
extraction module. HTML tags and useless texts are
eliminated, and the clean text of each snippet is treated
as one passage, ranked according to its source query.
4.4

Candidate Generation

In the “N-gram extraction” module, all possible ngrams in the retrieved passages are extracted as raw

candidates, with n = 1, 2, 3, 4. The score of a candidate is initialized according to the source passage.
Apparently there will be a large number of raw
candidates. Filters are implemented to remove most
of these candidates in the “Type filtering” module.
Firstly, duplicated items are merged with the scores
summed up. Secondly, candidates in the stop word list,
or begin/end with certain stop words are excluded. Finally, some heuristics is applied to taking care of certain
types of questions, which have been determined by the
question type classification. Only specified format or
enumerations, filtered by various patterns and dictionaries, are kept.
After above processes, a simple combination module
is performed to merge short candidates into long ones.
For example, if “John Wilkes Booth” is found, then the
candidates such as “Booth” or “Wilkes Booth” with relative low scores are integrated into the longer one, with
the scores combined. However, this mergence will not
happen if the score of the long one is too low, which
prevents the candidate from being immoderately long.
This part of QUANTA has been significantly benefited from the ARANEA system of Lin and Katz[41] .
With the above work done, reasonable answers will usually have high (but usually not the highest) scores. Now
we can come to the final step: scoring the candidates
with dmax and dmin to determine the final answer.
4.5

Candidate Scoring

As explained in Section 3, the conditional information distances dmax (x, y|c) and dmin (x, y|c) are used as
the scoring scheme.
max{K(x|y, c), K(y|x, c)}
,
max{K(x|c), K(y|c)}
min{K(x|y, c), K(y|x, c)}
dmin (x, y|c) =
.
min{K(x|c), K(y|c)}

dmax (x, y|c) =

Now the work is to calculate the distance between a
candidate and a certain reference object, under certain
conditions:
dmax (candidate, reference|condition),
dmin (candidate, reference|condition).
Therefore, there are two tasks in this stage: to determine three items in the formulae above: 1) a candidate,
an appropriate object as reference object, and reasonable conditions, and 2) to estimate the K(·) complexity.
Fig.4 gives an example on the conditional information
distance calculation for the question “What city is Lake
Washington by?”. For simplicity, only dmin is shown in
the figure.
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Fig.4. Sample of conditional information distance calculation.

• Candidate. 10∼20 candidates from previous stages
are left for the final information distance scoring.
• Reference Object. In our approach, we take the key
named entity or noun phrase, usually as the subject or
the main object of the question sentence as the reference object. It is usually simple to find it based on the
natural language processing results in the Preprocessing stage. There are indeed some questions which have
no proper named entity to be used as a reference object. For such questions we will use the unconditional
version of dmax and dmin , calculating
d(question, candidate)
as the final score.
• Condition. Flexible condition is constructed to
adapt for different contexts of various questions. Table
2 gives some example patterns, where hf i indicates the
position of question focus, and hci for the candidate.
In practical usage, the placeholder in the pattern will
be replaced by a question focus or a candidate, and the
result will be further translated into the query form acceptable for certain search engines. This is actually a
flexible local alignment of the condition to the sentence
of paragraph that may contain the answer. The most
strict condition (e.g., ① and ② in Table 2) is an exact sentence template which defines the texture of the
sentence, including where the candidate or the question
focus is, while the least strict condition (e.g., ⑤ in Table 2) is just some key words that must co-occur with
the question focus or the candidate. This is similar to
the query formulation part but is more complex.
Table 2. Sample Condition Patterns
①
②
③
④
⑤

“hf i (was | were) killed (in | on) hci”
“ (in | on) hci, hf i (was | were) killed”
“ (in | on) hci” & “hf i (was | were) killed”
“ (in | on) hci” & “hf i” & “(was | were) killed”
in | on hcihf i (was | were) killed

Note: ‘ “” ’ denotes an exact match in a web query, the
“,” in ② expects an exact match, too.

The following is the brief description of the module,
including the identification of the question focus, the
generation of the condition patterns, and the calculation of the normalized information distance.
• Splitting. Split the question into pieces of texts,
which could be wh-word phrases, preposition phrases,
noun phrases, or verb phrases, etc., which will be the
components of the condition patterns, or the question
focus.
• Question Focus Selection. Select the most proper
noun phrase of the question focus. This usually comes
from the subject part or the only object part of the
sentence. Replace this with the placeholder hf i.
• Marking Candidate Placeholder. Mark the whword phrase that presents the question. Replace this
with the placeholder hci.
• Syntactic Transformation. Do possible syntactic
transformations to the question, and break the sentence
by selectively adding or not adding quotation marks
(“ ”) to organize the previously marked pieces, in order to generate different strict level of patterns. Different syntactic structures lead to different transformation methods. A rank will be given to each condition
pattern, and a higher rank reflects nearer relationship
between the question and the answer. Intuitively, the
more modification is made from the original form, the
lower the condition’s rank is. In the mean time, the
more strict the pattern is, the higher the rank is.
• Distance Calculation. Replace the placeholders
with the practical question focus and the candidates,
and then calculate the conditional information distance
according to (7) and (8).
QUANTA system combines two ways of approximating K(·): (a) encoding via approximate match of question and answer sentences; (b) Shannon-Fano code to
encode the probabilities to approximate K(·)[5] for details of the encoding process. The minimum encoding
via (a) and (b) is used for each K(·) term in the dmax
and dmin formulae. Item (a) requires an alignment
and computing encoding overhead. Item (b) involves
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finding the probabilities of occurrences of variables x
and y under condition c. The powers of a structured
data search using alignment and a statistical strategy
of searching unstructured data are thus organically integrated.
5

Experimental Results

The standard QA test collection[47] consists of 109
factoid questions, covering several domains including
history, geography, physics, biology, economics, fashion
knowledge, etc., which are presented in various question
forms. The open source factoid QA system ARANEA
(downloaded from Jimmy Lin’s website in 2005) is used
for comparison, which implements the most commonly
used tfidf algorithm for candidate scoring. The QA test
data comes with a knowledge base which we have not
used. Both ARANEA and QUANTA use the Internet
directly. For ARANEA, we use Google as the search engine. For QUANTA, we first ran the experiment using
Google search engine. To prove the algorithm’s independence with the search engine, we carried out the
experiment using AltaVista search engine again.
The performance of our system compared with
ARANEA is listed in Table 3. Some widely accepted
evaluation measures, the top 1 answer percentage, and
the mean reciprocalPrank (MRR), are used in Table 3.
1
1
), in which the rank
is 1 if
Here, MRR = n1 × i ( rank
i
i
the first correct answer occurs in the first position; 0.5
if it firstly occurs in the second position; 0.33 for the
third, 0.25 for the fourth, 0.2 for the fifth and 0 if none
of the first five answers is correct.
Table 3. Performance Comparison

ARANEA
QUANTA — Google
QUANTA — AltaVista

Top 1

MRR

0.422
0.697
0.661

0.463
0.722
0.699

In Appendix, we will provide the key elements
in the conditional information distance calculation.
The “Google condition” and the “AltaVista condition”
columns are the automatically generated conditions in
the calculation through Google or AltaVista.
From the results, we can see that QUANTA system,
which takes the advantage of the information distance,
has several strong points:
• Stable over the Search Engine. ARANEA has 46
correct top 1 answers. The top 1 answer count is 76
through the Google search engine, and 72 through the
AltaVista search engine, which differ not so much. So
the system performance is stable when changing the
search engine.

• Stable over the Condition Pattern. There are 44
questions that use different conditions when changing
the search engine, however, still holding the answer correct. Different search engine leads to different preference of condition patterns. However, the experimental
results show that this does not matter very much.
• Stable over the Question Focus. The “Question focus” is not always proper in Appendix, but the answer
is mostly correct. When the focus is wrongly selected,
it may fail for the exact condition. However, it can get
the required hit count when the condition pattern is
loose enough.
Now we can see that our algorithm is stable and robust, not depending on the search engine, the condition
pattern, or the question focus very much.
Check the example provided in the beginning of the
article, the example of question “Which city is Lake
Washington by?” (Question 1536). dmax ’s answer is
Bellevue, a correct answer, whereas dmin ’s answer is
Seattle, a correct and a more popular answer! For
another example, for the question “When was CERN
founded?”, dmax ’s answer is “52 years ago”, a correct
answer in 2006, whereas dmin ’s answer is “1954”, more
accurate and robust.
We also perform comparison between normalized (d)
and unnormalized (D) information distances. We have
used Dmax and Dmin for the same data set of 109 questions. The performance of Dmax and Dmin is about 8%
worse than dmax and dmin .
6

Discussions and Conclusions

Firstly we will discuss some questions.
• What is the difference between information distance and some statistical measures listed in [1]?
• Can our information distances be simply converted to some probabilistic statements/metrics?
Besides being proved to be universal and the formulas being different, even in the approximation sense,
the terms in dmax and in dmin may be approximated by
probabilities, but also may be approximated by alignments, and different approximations can be independently applied to different terms in one formula. It is
not one thing alone. The ultimate measure is simply
description length. This naturally integrates different
metrics suitable for searching structured data and unstructured data. Therefore our information distances
certainly cannot be simply explained by any probabilistic statements/metrics.
What is the practical difference between dmax and
dmin ? This requires larger scale experimental studies.
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Further study of this theory (for example, comparing the theory with all the other metrics listed in [1] in
practice) will require significantly larger experiments.
Conclusions: we have further developed the theory
of information distance and solved several theoretical
problems. We have provided a framework so that such
a theory can be fruitfully applied to the QA systems.
We have actually built a QUANTA system based on our
new theory and demonstrated the potential and versatility of our system.
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Appendix
Table A lists the automatically generated condition patterns and question focuses in conditional information
distance calculation, on Jimmy Lin’s QA test collection, using either Google or AltaVista as the search engine (see
the next page). We only list the questions that at least by one search engine the correct answer is achieved.
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